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About the Book

An account executive in a ?Mad Men? world, Anna Wyatt is at a crossroads. Recently divorced, she's done a lot of 

emotional housecleaning, including a self-imposed dating sabbatical. But now that she's turned 40, she's struggling to 

figure out what her life needs. Brainstorming to win over an important new client, she discovers a self-help book --- BE 

THE HEROINE, FIND YOUR HERO --- that offers her unexpected insights and leads her to a most unlikely place: a 

romance writers' conference. If she can sign the Romance Cover Model of the Year Pageant winner for her campaign --- 

and meet the author who has inspired her to take control of her life --- she'll win the account.

For Anna, taking control means taking chances, including getting to know Sasha, her pretty young colleague on the 

project, and indulging in a steamy elevator ride with Lincoln Mallory, a dashing financial consultant she meets in the 

hotel. When the conference ends, Anna and Lincoln must decide if their intense connection is strong enough to survive 

outside the romantic fantasy they've created. Yet Lincoln is only one of Anna's dilemmas. Now that her campaign is off 

the ground, others in the office want to steal her success, and her alcoholic brother, Ferdie, is spiraling out of control.

To have the life she wants --- to be happy without guilt, to be accepted for herself, to love and to be loved, to just be --- 

she has to put herself first, accept her imperfections, embrace her passions, and finally be the heroine of her own story.

Discussion Guide

1. Why do you think the author chose the Mozart quote to set the tone for her book? Why distinguish that love is at the 

soul of genius? 

2. What does Sasha?s line mean: ?You want to truly understand a culture? Just record what they read when they think no 

one is looking.? 
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3. What does Just Be mean to you?

4. Do you think Anna is right --- that broken people make the best heroes? Why?

5. Addiction plays a big part in GIRL BEFORE A MIRROR. While Ferdie and Lincoln battle with substance abuse, it?s 

Anna?s addiction to control, which is at the heart of the book.  Discuss. 

6. Do you tend to make decisions with your head or your heart? What would happen if the other were in charge?

7. Lincoln said it himself, that all of his scars are on the outside.  Is he correct?  So why does he say it?

8. Why do you think women as an audience are so chronically degraded and dismissed? 

9. Do you agree with Helen when she asks: ?See now, why does pleasure have to be guilty??

10. Have you ever distanced yourself from something you liked just because others wouldn?t think it was cool? Was it 

ever worth it?

Author Bio

Liza Palmer is the internationally bestselling author of CONVERSATIONS WITH THE FAT GIRL and several other 

novels. An Emmy-nominated writer, she lives in Los Angeles and works for BuzzFeed.

Critical Praise

?This book has inspired me, and will inspire all female readers, to be and demand and desire more for themselves. Every 

chapter is dripping with sage advice and wise words. It is incredibly easy to identify with the characters and the 

situations as the book touches on themes like finding your direction, taking chances and letting go of dead weight. The 

author doesn?t waste time on flowery language or an overabundance of descriptive words; each sentence, word and 

phrase is essential to the story.?
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